1) **Gutter Cleaning to Single Storey Pitched Roofs with BRISL Suckers**
Access to gutter via standard BRISL sucker tower. Tower fits under brick soffit.
- Other points to level BRISL sucker soffit using gusset plates.
- Use using ladder to allow for maintenance staff to gain access to gutter.

**Surfaces:**
- Brick
- Concrete
- Plastic, Stainless

2) **Cleaning High Level Windows to Rear of Classrooms When Using HOOK**
High level windows require windows to be cleaned via a window cleaning pole. Use hook to allow access to first floor and roof edge via standard BRISL sucker.

**School:**
- King's Hedges
- King's Heath

3) **Cleaning High Level Windows to Two Storey Building**
High level windows require windows to be cleaned via a window cleaning pole. Use hook to allow access to first floor and roof edge via standard BRISL sucker.

**School:**
- King’s Heath

4) **Cleaning of High Level Windows to Rear of Classroom (C) Lako Clean**
High level windows to classrooms require windows to be cleaned via a window cleaning pole. Use hook to allow access to first floor and roof edge via standard BRISL sucker.

**School:**
- King’s Hedges
- King’s Heath
- Stainless Frame

5) **Window Cleaning to Clear Storey Glass-Block or Double Glazing**
Access to roof via portable ladder - screwed at two points to designated fixing positions. Window cleaning with pole cleaning system.

**School:**
- Standards Barn

6) **Window Cleaning to Clear Storey Glass-Block or Double Glazing**
Access to roof via portable ladder - screwed at two points to designated fixing positions. Window cleaning with pole cleaning system.

**School:**
- Standards Barn